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Apps know all and tell (almost) all
The apps on your smartphone
know a lot about you. And many are
vulnerable to hackers who are after
your personal information.
Smartphones are our companions 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. We check them all day, every day. We check
them within 15 minutes before going to bed and within
15 minutes of waking up.1 We keep them within reach
while we sleep.
And wherever there is a smartphone, there are apps. A lot
of apps. Globally, the average number of installed apps
on any one phone is 26. In the top 10 smartphone-using
countries, it’s more than 35.2
Because they’re so helpful in our everyday lives, apps
are now practically indispensible. And the (sometimes
uncomfortable) truth is that apps need to know a lot about
us if they’re going to help manage our lives. In fact, the
apps on your phone hold an extensive amount of your
personal information.

Cybercriminals, always on the lookout for new opportunities,
have taken note. With our mobile devices holding so much of
our personal and work data—or linking to it via the cloud—
hackers are increasingly using malicious apps to get at our
information and use it for no good. And it’s not just hackers
who are causing problems. Although they don’t contain
malicious code, so-called grayware apps can compromise
your privacy and afflict your device with unwanted ads and
all sorts of other annoying behavior.
The increasing threat to mobile devices means mobile
protection demands a fresh, pre-emptive approach, so you
can confidently unlock and enjoy all the benefits of our appcentric world.

App happy. Smartphone
owners around the world now
spend 86 percent of their time
using apps and just 14 percent
on the mobile Web.3
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Free may come at a cost
Free apps are nice—but you may be
paying a hidden price.

Tap or click the image to learn more.

If you don’t have the proper protection for your mobile
device, you could be paying a high cost for that free app,
unwittingly sharing your phone number, photos, location, or
other vital personal data.
And there are other ways that apps—free and not—exact a
price. Some consume data even when you don’t use them
and drive your bill sky high. Some drain your battery. Others
serve intrusive ads or slow down your device performance.
Norton has an answer. We provide powerful security against
malicious apps and unauthorized data access on AndroidTM
devices. We also deliver comprehensive protection against
malware, leaky apps, and other threats.
Norton puts you in control, so you can decide which apps
are allowed to access information on your mobile device or
otherwise impact your mobile freedom.

Privacy, schmivacy. 85 percent of apps fail to
provide basic information about how they collect
and disclose personal data.4
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Norton protects you from risky apps
We have the cutting-edge technology,
immense research capabilities, and
global intelligence network required
to protect your Android devices.

Tap or click the image to learn more about
Android app risks and how Norton can protect you.

You trust Norton to secure your PC, and we provide the
same rigorous and comprehensive approach to protecting
your mobile devices.
We have 30 years of experience in the security field, and
we’re now applying our deep knowledge and extensive
expertise to keep you safe from Android-based app risks.
We analyze more than 30,000 new apps every day. We’ve
analyzed more than 15 million apps to date and found
more than 20 percent of them to be malicious. And we’ve
discovered that another 60 percent fall into the category
of grayware apps, which come with many potential risks
(read on for more about grayware).
Learn how NortonTM Mobile Insight provides industryleading protection for your Android devices.
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App fail. More than 75 percent
of all mobile apps fail basic
security tests.5 Some open
the door to threats, others
actively steal data.

“Gartner Says More Than 75 Percent of Mobile Applications Will Fail Basic Security Tests Through 2015,” Gartner (September 14, 2014), www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2846017.
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Shine a light on grayware
There are many different shades
of grayware, and though not
necessarily malware, these apps
still come with risks.
A lot of “legitimate” apps leak information, annoy you,
or slow down your device. But they’re not blocked by
standard antivirus or malware tools because they’re built
to be just this side of legal.

Tap or click the videos to learn more.

PRIVACY

ANNOYING ADS

HIGH BATTERY DRAIN

EXCESSIVE DATA PLAN USAGE

These apps might track your location, monitor your webbrowsing habits, or boost your mobile bill by sucking down
data without your knowledge. Some of these apps can run in
the background, which can lead to excessive battery drain.
Apps that deploy these annoying or intrusive behaviors
are called grayware. They live in the hazy middle ground
between legitimate software and malware—and they’re
quite common.
Stop the madness. Mobile adware, or
madware, apps display ads in your phone’s
notification bar, replace your dial tone
with audio ads, or expose private data.
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AD

A little caution goes a long way
Before you tap the download button,
take these steps to protect yourself.
Apps are useful and fun. That’s why we are expected to
install nearly 180 billion of them on our mobile devices
in 2015.6
But you should proceed with caution when considering any
new app. Before you download, take a moment—and take
these three steps to protect yourself:

1

2
3

Read the app’s privacy policy before you install the
app. The policy should present a clear picture of the
information the app will access on your device and
what it intends to do with that information. When
installing an app, closely examine what services it
asks permission to access. Why does a weather app
want access to your address book?
Read reviews and ratings of the app in the app store
to benefit from the experience of others.
Check when the app was published. Do you want to
be a guinea pig and download a brand-new app?

Tap or click these articles to learn more.

STUDY FINDS MOBILE
PRIVACY CONCERNS OFTEN
TRADED FOR FREE APPS

HOW FREE
IS THAT APP?

FAKE
ANDROID APPS

RANSOMWARE
FOR ANDROID

Swiped. CurrentC is an app-based mobile
payment system created by the nation’s
biggest retailers, including Walmart and
Target. In October 2014, it was hacked—
before it was launched.7
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Boldly go with Norton
Norton Mobile Security is a powerful Web-based
subscription service designed to protect you and your mobile
devices. Powered by Norton Mobile Insight, the unique App
Advisor feature provides you with proactive protection by
letting you automatically scan apps on Google PlayTM before
you download them. It tells you whether apps contain
malicious code or if they come with privacy risks, intrusive
behavior, or high battery and data usage.

To learn more or to purchase Norton Mobile Security, by
itself or as part of Norton Security (which also protects your
Windows PC and Mac), visit us at Norton.com . You can
also visit us at Google Play to experience all the
advanced, proactive protection features
offered by a Norton Mobile Security Premium
subscription. Better yet, you can try all the
features free for 30 days. With Norton, you can
go mobile with confidence.
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